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Abstract

Conventional (passive) radar-absorbent materials operate either by phase cancellation or by absorbing incident electromagnetic energy and converting it into heat. This paper examines a new type of active “absorber,” called the phase-switched screen (PSS). The PSS operates quite differently from passive absorbers in that it exhibits an apparently low value of reflectivity by redistributing the electromagnetic energy incident upon it over a bandwidth that is wide enough to ensure that little reflected energy falls within the pass-band of the receiver. The discussion considers the basic temporal and spectral properties of several PSS topologies, and includes measured data on both planar and cylindrical PSS structures.
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1. Introduction

Throughout history, humans have made use of stealth and deception, firstly as hunters and then as warriors. In modern warfare, these skills have become ever more important due to the widespread use of all-weather, long-range sensors such as radar. Even from the earliest days of large-scale deployment of operational radar systems, such as the UK Chain-Home system in the late 1930s, effort has been put into ways of negating the radar detection and tracking of a target. At that time, the importance of target shaping was not appreciated, and so attention was concentrated on the possible use of radar-absorbent materials (RAM) to reduce a target’s radar cross section (RCS). The earliest known RAM was that developed in 1936 in the Netherlands, for use on antennas [1], but by the early 1940s, the basic principles of both resonant and lossy-layer RAM were widely known [2]. By 1945, these had been developed into the well-known Salisbury screen [3], and the Jaumann and Dallenbach absorbers [4]. For nearly 60 years, many RAM designs have remained basically the same as they were in the late 1940s. However, improvements in performance have been achieved through the incorporation of new materials such as ferrites, structural absorbers, and frequency-selective surfaces, and the wide spread use of computer-aided design [5-7]. The latter is crucial for the realization of a low-RCS vehicle, since, in practice, RAM treatments need to form an integral part of the vehicle design, so that non-specular wave propagation and scattering phenomena can be taken fully into account. Although in practice most RAM treatments are not in the physical form of flat panels, these are widely used in the research and development of new types of RAM, since this simplifies initial modeling and free-space testing. Hence, much of the discussion in this paper will be devoted to flat-panel RAM geometries.

So far, we have only considered what might be termed conventional or passive RAM. Although widely used, it does have some disadvantages in practice. For example, RAM is designed to meet a particular specification with respect to frequency, bandwidth, and reflectivity level, etc. However, this specification is fixed at the time of manufacture, and so if during the lifetime of a RAM-covered platform the threat changes, then either the RAM has to be replaced, or a degraded performance against the new threat accepted. Also, as a number of authors have shown, the laws of physics limit the overall performance of passive RAM with regard to the reflectivity that can be achieved over a given band of frequencies for a given angle of incidence and polarization. Of particular interest is the lowest frequency at which a desired value of reflectivity can be achieved for a given electrical thickness of RAM [8]. One possible way of improving RAM might be to make it active, i.e., to incorporate some means of changing the electrical parameters of its constituent materials. This might be done by using volumetric change, through materials such as controllable conducting polymer composites [9] or photo-dielectrics [10], or by using discrete devices, such as semiconductor diodes [11-15]. Given that the same laws of physics will apply to both passive and active RAM, how can the latter improve on the former? Assume that in a particular electrical state, an active RAM has identical characteristics to its passive counterpart. If the electrical state of the active RAM is now changed, this will result in a new electromagnetic configuration, so its characteristics will also change and be different from those of the passive RAM. Hence, the active RAM may have superior characteristics to its passive counterpart, when measured in terms of the sum of its instantaneous bandwidths. This argument must be used with caution, however, as the active RAM cannot by this means be used to synthesize the ideal RAM, i.e., one having negligible reflectivity over all frequencies. To illustrate this, consider a simple active RAM structure, consisting of a Salisbury screen in which the normal resistive layer has been replaced by one incorporating a parallel arrangement of fixed resistance and controllable capacitance. The predicted static reflectivity characteristics for a range of capacitance values are...
shown as dotted curves in Figure 1. Hence, provided that the RAM has to deal with only one threat frequency at a time, then it can indeed be tuned to have optimum performance over a wide band of frequencies. If, however, there are many simultaneous and widely spaced threat frequencies, then it is the time-averaged RAM reflectivity that is important. The solid curve in Figure 1 shows the resulting time-averaged reflectivity when there are six threat frequencies, equally spaced over a bandwidth of 5 GHz. Now the RAM performance is degraded, since it can only dwell on each threat frequency for one-sixth of the time (assuming equal dwell times); furthermore, the time-averaged reflectivity at a given frequency is also degraded by the skirts of the reflectivity characteristics when the RAM is tuned to the other frequencies. In summary, active RAM can only be effective provided that its conditions of use are carefully defined. When deployed correctly, however, active RAM may have additional functionality, such as being able to provide deception (e.g., instantaneous change from non-stealth to stealth mode, false Doppler), positive target identification (e.g., IFF: identification friend or foe), and smartness [16].

2. The Modulating Surface

The concept of a modulating surface was first discussed in the late 1940s [17], but then and in its recent practical implementations [18, 19] it was envisaged mainly as a means of covert communication. In this paper, however, we will discuss the application of a modulating surface to the problem of RCS control through its identity as an active “absorber.” Unlike the RAM (active or passive) discussed in Section 1, this new class of “absorber” does not actually absorb the incident electromagnetic energy, but reflects it and at the same time redistributes it over a bandwidth that is so wide that little falls within the pass-band of the radar receiver. Therefore, in its broadest sense the reflected signal resembles that produced by a spread-spectrum transmitter. The simplest method of doing this would be to utilize the Doppler effect. Several authors have considered the periodic Doppler shift produced at microwave frequencies by a flat PEC plate that is vibrated with a sinusoidal displacement in a direction perpendicular to that of the incident wave vector [20, 21]. In this case, the incident energy is redistributed on reflection between a component at the incident carrier frequency, \( f_c \), and an infinite number of sideband frequencies, which are determined by the plate vibration frequency, \( f_v \), and the maximum velocity attained by the plate during its sinusoidal motion. Because not all the reflected energy is now at \( f_c \), the vibrating surface appears to act as an “absorber” at this frequency, as measured by the receiver. Because of the obvious similarity to the process of angle modulation, the vibrating plate might be referred to as an “angle-modulating surface.” To assess its usefulness in practice, consider the ideal case when all of the incident energy at \( f_c \) is to be redistributed among the reflected sideband components, and all are to lie outside the pass-band of the receiver. Following [21], the amplitude of the signal reflected from the plate at \( f_c \) is proportional to \( J_0 \left( \frac{2 \pi v_{\text{max}}}{c f_c} \right) \), where \( J_0 \) is the Bessel function of the first kind of order zero, and 
\[ c = 3 \times 10^8 \text{m/s}. \] Then, since \( J_0 (x) = 0 \) when \( x = 2.405 \), and letting \( f_v = 10 \text{GHz} \) and \( f_c = B = 5 \text{MHz} \), the required value of \( v_{\text{max}} \) is approximately \( 1.8 \times 10^5 \text{m/s} \). This results in a maximum plate displacement of approximately \( \pm 5.7 \text{mm} \). Clearly, these requirements are impractical for a large-area mechanically actuated system, and so an alternative modulating structure must be sought.

One solution lies in requiring the plate to be positioned repetitively at one of only two positions in space, rather than at an infinite number. This may be synthesized electronically, thus eliminating limitations on performance due to the inertia and mass of the plate. Thus, the “phase-switched screen” (PSS) achieves an effect similar to the angle-modulating surface, but by applying binary phase-shift modulation to the incident signal. This has the advantage that the resulting reflected signal will have inherent cancellation of the component at \( f_c \) [22].

Several approaches may be used to explore the properties of the PSS. The first of these is based on conventional spectral analysis, from which it is easy to comprehend the basic principle on which the PSS is based, and to investigate topics such as the optimum choice of PSS switching characteristics: this will be considered in Section 4. For an investigation of the optimum choice of the switched sheet impedances and its influence on PSS bandwidth, however, a circuit description, based on a transmission-line analysis (TLA), is probably more useful, and will be considered in Section 5. This approach is valid for both CW and pulsed incident signals, since the duration of a radar pulse is very long compared with the wave transit time through the PSS structure, and compared to the time for one half-cycle of the switching waveform used to control the active layer(s) in the PSS.

3. TLA Analysis of the Single-Active-Layer PSS

The transmission-line analog of a typical single-active-layer PSS is shown in Figure 2. It consists of a short-circuited length, \( d \), of transmission line, with characteristic admittance \( Y_c \) and propagation constant \( \beta \). A time-varying admittance, \( Y(t) \), across is placed across the input terminals of the transmission line, where \( Y(t) \) is defined to be

\[
Y(t) = Y_1, \quad 0 < t < \tau,
\]
\[
Y(t) = Y_2, \quad \tau < t < T,
\]

Figure 1. The predicted time-averaged reflectivity (vertical axis, in dB) characteristics of active RAM over a wide bandwidth: the dotted line is for a slow tuning rate; the solid line is for a fast tuning rate.
This leads to the general condition for the PSS, which relates \( Y_{i1} \) and \( Y_{i2} \) to \( Y_0 \). Thus, from Equations (3) and (4),

(a) parallel polarization

\[
Y_{i1}Y_{i2} + \frac{Y_0}{\cos \theta} \left( 1 - \frac{2 \pi}{T} \right) (Y_{i2} - Y_{i1}) = \frac{Y_0^2}{\cos^2 \theta},
\]

(b) perpendicular polarization

\[
Y_{i1}Y_{i2} + Y_0 \cos \theta \left( 1 - \frac{2 \pi}{T} \right) (Y_{i2} - Y_{i1}) = Y_0^2 \cos^2 \theta.
\]

In the simplest case, when \( \tau = T/2 \), Equations (5) and (6) simplify to

\[
Y_{i1}Y_{i2} = -\frac{Y_0^2}{\cos^2 \theta},
\]

or when written in terms of the switched admittances, \( Y_1 \) and \( Y_2 \),

(a) parallel polarization

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
Y_1 - j \frac{Y_0}{\cos \theta} \cot \beta d \\
Y_2 - j \frac{Y_0}{\cos \theta} \cot \beta d \\
\end{bmatrix}
= \frac{Y_0^2}{\cos^2 \theta},
\]

(b) perpendicular polarization

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
Y_1 - j \frac{Y_0}{\cos \theta} \cos \theta \cot \beta d \\
Y_2 - j \frac{Y_0}{\cos \theta} \cos \theta \cot \beta d \\
\end{bmatrix}
= Y_0^2 \cos^2 \theta.
\]

If the incident frequency, \( f_\infty \), is such that \( d \cos \theta = \frac{\pi}{4} \), then

\[
\beta d \cos \theta = \frac{\pi}{2},
\]

and Equations (8) and (9) simplify to

\[
Y_1Y_2 = -\frac{Y_0^2}{\cos^2 \theta},
\]

\[
Y_1Y_2 = Y_0^2 \cos^2 \theta.
\]

Since the time-averaged reflection coefficient, \( \rho \), is zero, the PSS behaves like a perfect absorber at \( f_\infty \), as expected. When \( d \cos \theta = \frac{\pi}{4} \), \( \rho \) will not, in general, be equal to zero, but will depend on the particular form of \( Y_1 \) and \( Y_2 \) [23]. To simplify the discussion that follows, let \( Y_1 = Y_1, Y_2 = Y_2, \) and \( \theta = 0^\circ \) (the oblique-incidence case is discussed in [24]). Then, Equations (10) and (11) both simplify to

\[
R_1R_2 = \frac{Z_0^2}{\rho_0^2},
\]

where \( R_1 = 1/G_1, R_2 = 1/G_2, \) and \( Z_0 = 1/Y_0 \).
Equation (12) has been reported previously in connection with diode-switched reflection phase shifters [25], but was derived independently for active radar absorbers in [26]. Although not mentioned in the literature, Equation (12) also applies to the passive Salisbury screen, since it relates the two possible values of front sheet resistance that give a particular reflectivity-null depth.

In principle, there is an infinite number of pairs of resistance values that will satisfy Equation (12). However, in the experimental PSS to be described later, the switched resistive layer takes the form of a frequency-selective surface (FSS), consisting of PIN-diode-loaded dipole elements that are biased either fully "on" or fully "off." Hence, to a reasonable approximation over the bandwidth of the FSS, \( R_1 \approx 0 \Omega \) and \( R_2 \approx \infty \Omega \). Then, \( \rho_1 \to -1 \), \( \rho_2 \to +1 \), and the time-averaged value of \( \rho \approx 0 \) as expected, since the "on" time, \( \tau = T/2 \). If the value of \( d \) is now fixed, it is easy to show that as \( \rho \) varies, \( \rho \) varies as \( \cos \beta d \) (and, hence, reflectivity \( = 20\log_{10}(|\cos \beta d|) \)). Figure 3 compares this frequency variation of reflectivity with that for a Salisbury screen with the same value of spacer thickness, \( d \). It can be seen that the bandwidth of the FSS is somewhat narrower than that of the Salisbury screen, and this behavior may be explained by considering the influence of multiple reflections inside the FSS structure. When \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) only take on values of 0 or \( \infty \), the incident wave is only reflected from either the front or the back face of the FSS, and no multiple reflections can occur. However, for other combinations of \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \), some of the energy incident on the front face of the FSS can always penetrate into its interior, thus giving rise to multiple reflections that will change the frequency characteristics. In the limiting case, when \( R_1 = R_2 = Z_0 \), the frequency characteristics of the FSS become identical to those of the Salisbury screen.

From Figure 3, it can be seen that at resonance (i.e., \( \beta d = \pi/2 \)), the effect of switching \( R(t) \) between values \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) — as related by Equation (12) — mimics the reflectivity characteristics of a passive layer having a sheet resistance equal to \( Z_0 \). Hence, it should be possible to adjust the effective sheet resistance, \( R_{eff} \), by varying the "on" time, \( \tau \), in each switching cycle.

The relationship between \( R_{eff} \) and \( \tau \) is given by [26]

\[
R_{eff} = Z_0 \frac{(T-\tau)}{\tau},
\]

and the dependence of the resonance-null depth of the PSS on \( r/T \) is shown in Figure 4. Hence, the PSS may be configured to act as a reflector or as a variable absorber, simply by changing the space ratio of the control waveform applied to the switched resistance layer. This behavior is confirmed by the measured data shown in Figure 5.

The normal single-layer PSS has a switchable front layer, \( A \), and a PEC backplane. In some applications, where the structure to be shielded from an incident wave is thin (e.g., a missile fin), it might be advantageous to replace the PEC backplane by a second switchable layer, \( B \), thus giving rise to a bidirectional PSS (BPSS) that is effective against illumination from either side of the structure. In operation, each active layer is switched so that at successive instants in time, \( R_A = 0 \), \( R_B = \infty \); \( R_A = \infty \), \( R_B = 0 \); \( R_A = 0 \), \( R_B = \infty \), etc. From Figure 4, it can be seen that the bidirectional PSS will then have the same apparent reflectivity when viewed from either side.

Although the transmission-line analysis of Section 3 enables us to examine the frequency characteristics of the PSS, it does not allow us to determine the optimum choice of switching-waveform shape and frequency, particularly in the presence of pulsed incident signals. This will be considered in Section 4.

4. Spectral Analysis of the Single-Active-Layer PSS

For simplicity, we will consider here only the case of a single-active-layer PSS, operating against a periodic train of rectangular pulses of carrier frequency \( f_c \) [27], as shown in Figure 3. The frequency characteristics of a passive layer having a sheet resistance equal to \( Z_0 \). Hence, it should be possible to adjust the effective sheet resistance, \( R_{eff} \), by varying the "on" time, \( \tau \), in each switching cycle.
Figure 6. The operation of the phase-switched screen: (a) the incident wave; (b) the reflected wave \((M = 2);\) for clarity, the sinusoidal carrier-frequency signal itself is not shown.

The complex Fourier coefficients, \(c_n\), are then given by

\[
C_n = \frac{j}{2\pi} \int_0^{T_p} e^{-j2\pi n f_0 t} \nu(t) \, dt.
\]  

For the PSS-modulated wave and \(M\) an integer, \(c_n\) may be written in the form

\[
c_n = \frac{j}{2\pi} \sum_{m=1}^{M} e^{-j2\gamma(n-1)},
\]

where

\[
\gamma = j\Delta\beta d,
\]

\[
\zeta = 1 - e^{-\gamma},
\]

\[
\chi = \left( e^{j2\beta d} + e^{-j2\gamma} \right),
\]

and

\[
\beta = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda}.
\]

In the general case of non-integer \(M\), Equation (18) is modified to

\[
a_n = \frac{j}{2\pi} \sum_{m=1}^{M} e^{-2j\Delta\beta d} e^{-2M\gamma} \left( \frac{1-e^{-\frac{fr}{T_p}}}{} \right),
\]

\[
0 \leq x \leq r, (23)
\]

\[
a_n = \frac{j}{2\pi} \sum_{m=1}^{M} e^{-2(\Delta\beta d)2M\gamma} e^{-2(2M+1)\gamma} \left( \frac{1-e^{-\frac{fr}{T_p}}}{} \right),
\]

\[
0 \leq y \leq r. (24)
\]

It should be noted that Equations (18)-(24) actually give the spectral components of the incident and PSS-modulated signals relative to the carrier frequency, i.e., the component \(e_0\) is actually at \(f_c\). The apparent PSS reflectivity at frequency \(f_c\), for any switching frequency \(f_s\), may now be found by comparing how much energy would enter the receiver pass-band in the absence of PSS modulation and when PSS modulation has taken place. In the discussion of results that follow, it is assumed that for a pulse-width \(T_p\), the receiver has a total bandwidth of \(2/T_p\), since this is consistent with the generally accepted rule of thumb that the receiver bandwidth at the 3 dB points is given approximately by \(B = 1/T_p\).

Equations (18)-(24) were used initially to calculate the apparent reflectivity of a resonant (i.e., \(d = \lambda/4\)) PSS when the incident signal was a periodic train of 1 μsec rectangular pulses of sinusoidal carrier with \(f_c = 10\) GHz and a pulse duty cycle of 1%. The resulting curve of reflectivity as a function of switching frequency is shown in Figure 7 and, as expected, the PSS effective reflectivity decreases with increasing switching frequency. When the PSS is in a non-resonant condition \((d \neq \lambda/4)\), then it presents periodic reflection coefficients of \(-1\) (active layer on, \(R(t) = 0\)) and \(-e^{j2\beta d}\) (active layer off, \(R(t) = \infty\)) to the incident signal. The other two curves in Figure 7 show the PSS reflectivity performance for incident signals at frequencies of 11 GHz and 15 GHz. These curves are identical to those for incident signals at 9 GHz and 5 GHz, respectively, thus confirming the symmetrical nature of the PSS frequency response. It should also be noted that for high val-
ues of switching frequency, the predicted values of PSS reflectivity agree with those calculated from $20 \log_{10}(|\cos \beta|)$. The results shown in Figure 7 may be scaled so that they are applicable to other pulse widths and receiver bandwidths. For example, if the pulse width is decreased by a factor of 10, then the receiver bandwidth and the switching frequency must be increased by the same factor to give the same value of reflectivity as before.

Consider now the spectrum of the PSS-modulated signal. Figure 8 compares the spectrum of an incident signal, composed of a train of 1 µsec pulses of carrier frequency 10 GHz and duty cycle of 1%, with that of a signal reflected from a PSS the reflection coefficient of which is switched between ±1 using an 8 MHz bipolar square waveform. It can be seen that the level of the signal reflected at $f_c$ has been reduced considerably, and that the energy originally at $f_c$ has been redistributed mainly amongst the sidebands positioned at $f_c \pm 8n$ MHz, $n$ odd. Figure 9 shows the corresponding spectrum when the signal incident on the same PSS is at a frequency of 15 GHz. In this case, less energy is redistributed from around $f_c$ into the sidebands, and so the resulting apparent reflectivity performance is worse than that at 10 GHz. Experimental confirmation of the spectral spreading provided by the PSS is shown in Figure 10. In this case, a single-active-layer PSS, optimized for use at 11 GHz and operating in free space, was illuminated by a pulsed 11 GHz plane-wave signal (1 µsec pulses with 0.1% duty cycle), and the PSS was switched at 20 MHz. Hence, from Figure 10, a receiver with a 2 MHz bandwidth would “see” the PSS as exhibiting a reflectivity of less than −30 dB, which is in good agreement with the predictions for the 10 GHz optimized PSS when also switched at 20 MHz, as shown in Figure 7.

Returning now to Figure 8, if the PSS was being used to reduce the apparent radar cross section of an object, a possible countermeasure might be to use a wideband receiver to detect the reflected spectral components at $f_c \pm 8$ MHz. An obvious method of avoiding this would be to increase the PSS switching frequency, $f_s$, but if the PSS surface was electrically large and $f_s$ was high enough, this might cause EMC problems or the PSS might even act as a beacon at $f_c$ or its harmonics. Careful design and layout of the PSS surface should avoid these problems (see also Section 9.2), but here we look briefly at a solution involving spectrum-spreading techniques, whereby the 8 MHz sidebands are broadened out by switching the PSS reflection coefficient in a non-periodic manner. Because such cases are not easily amenable to analytical solution using the previous Fourier-analysis technique, all the results to be discussed from now on were obtained numerically, using the FFT.

The sideband energy in the PSS-reflected signal may be spread out by changing the effective PSS switching frequency within the period of one radar pulse. For example, the upper curve in Figure 11 shows the effect of switching using a waveform that has been generated by choosing consecutive 16-bit strings (since the nominal switching frequency of 8 MHz is equivalent to 16 half-cycles within the 1 µsec radar pulse) from the primitive polynomial (modulo 2) sequence, of order 11 [28]. The overall $m$ sequence is 2047 $(2^{11} - 1)$ bits long, to which has been added an additional 0 bit, so as to equalize the number of 1s and 0s (to

![Figure 7](image1.png)

**Figure 7.** The reflectivity (vertical axis, in dB) of a planar single-layer PSS with 1:1 bipolar square-wave switching: 1 µsec pulse length, 1% duty cycle, 2 MHz receiver bandwidth.

--- $f_c = 10$ GHz, --- $f_c = 11$ GHz, ⋯ $f_c = 15$ GHz.

![Figure 8](image2.png)

**Figure 8.** The one-sided frequency spectrum of a pulsed carrier signal incident on and reflected from a PSS switched at 8 MHz: $f_c = 10$ GHz, 1 µsec pulses, 1% pulse duty cycle; --- incident signal, --- reflected signal. The vertical axis is the normalized spectrum amplitude.

![Figure 9](image3.png)

**Figure 9.** The one-sided frequency spectrum of a pulsed carrier signal incident on and reflected from a PSS switched at 8 MHz: $f_c = 15$ GHz, 1 µsec pulses, 1% pulse duty cycle; --- incident signal, --- reflected signal. The vertical axis is the normalized spectrum amplitude.
Figure 5. The measured variation of the null depth for a resistively switched single-active-layer PSS.

Figure 10. The measured free-space frequency spectra of pulsed incident and PSS-reflected signals. The incident carrier frequency and PSS center frequency were 11 GHz, the pulse length was 1 μsec, the duty cycle was 0.1%, and the PSS switching frequency was 20 MHz. The incident signal is in yellow, and the reflected signal is in cyan.

Figure 24. The control of the null position and depth in a two-active-layer PSS by varying the layer “on” times. The vertical axis is the reflectivity in dB.
resistance, which are related by Equation (12).

The discussion so far has considered a PSS with a single active layer that can be switched between two values of surface resistance, which are related by Equation (12). A limitation of this structure is that it can only provide a single reflectivity null with a limited bandwidth. However, the bandwidth can be increased significantly if the active layer is reactive. This approach is similar to that used in the design of passive-circuit analog absorbers, where a reactive impedance sheet is used to counteract the change in electrical-spacer thickness with frequency [6].

It can be shown that a PSS with a single active layer, which is switched between reactance values of $\pm jZ_0 \sin \beta d$ by an equal-mark-space-ratio square wave, has zero time-averaged reflectivity over a frequency band defined by $0 < \beta d < \pi$. For example, a 5 mm-thick air-spaced PSS could, theoretically, exhibit zero reflectivity from 0 to 30 GHz. In terms of a circuit analog, the active layer is switched between inductive and capacitive reactance states described by $Z_1 = j\omega L$ and $Z_2 = 1/j\omega C$. Here, both $L$ and $C$ are functions of frequency, as shown in Figure 12, and are such that they are resonant at all frequencies within the operating band, i.e., $f = 1/(2\pi \sqrt{LC})$. Although such a reactive layer is not physically realizable using currently known materials, the use of reactive impedance switching can nevertheless significantly increase the bandwidth of a PSS, as shown by the measured data in Figure 5 and the following theoretical examples. The first case to be examined is that in which the impedance layer is switched between two states that correspond to fixed values of inductance and capacitance, i.e., $Z_1 = j\omega L_1$ and $Z_2 = 1/j\omega C_2$. Figure 13 shows the reflectivity characteristics of a 5 mm-thick air-spaced PSS for which $L_1 = 10$ nH and $C_1 = 64.5$ fF. In this example, the values of capacitance and inductance have been chosen to optimize the −20 dB reflectivity bandwidth.

A closer approximation to the impedance states of the ideal active layer, $Z_{1,2} = \pm jZ_0 \sin \beta d$, can be achieved over a limited bandwidth by using a layer that contains both inductance and

### Figure 11. The variation in PSS reflectivity (vertical axis, in dB) as the 16-bit switching sequence contained within the width of a 1 usec radar pulse was chosen sequentially from an overall switching sequence of 2048 bits. The top curve shows bipolar switching based directly on the bit sequence generated by an 11th-order polynomial (modulo 2) (mean reflectivity value = −10.2 dB). The bottom curve is the same as the top curve, but when Manchester encoding was used (mean reflectivity value = −35.1 dB).

### Figure 12a. The capacitance of a PSS active layer required to give zero reflectivity.

### Figure 12b. The inductance of a PSS active layer required to give zero reflectivity.
6. How to Build a PSS

To realize a practical PSS, we need a surface that can be rapidly switched between two or more impedance states. Potentially this could be achieved using some type of functional material, such as an active conducting polymer [9], but to date we have concentrated on the development of layers comprised of a two-dimensional grid of half-wavelength dipoles that are loaded at their centers with PIN diodes. Under no-bias conditions, the PIN diodes present high microwave impedance, and the dipoles may be considered open circuit. Hence, the grid of dipoles is nonresonant, and represents a high-impedance equivalent surface. When the diodes are biased "on," however, their microwave impedance becomes low, and the dipoles are resonant at the half-wavelength frequency. Then, the grid of shorted dipoles becomes a strong scatterer, and represents a low-impedance surface. The basic geometry of the active layer in our PSSes is shown in Figure 14 [29]. The layer is based on a unit cell containing a bowtie dipole, which is loaded at its center by a PIN diode contained in an SOD323 package. In order to connect adjacent diodes in series strings, each dipole has a short tab at one end, and this also serves to add a controlled amount of inductance to the circuit, so as to broaden its frequency response. Also shown in Figure 14 is a close-up view of part of an active layer containing 900 elements.

7. Dual-Polarized PSS

The practical PSS design discussed in Section 6 is only sensitive to a single linear incident polarization. In most operational situations, however, a dual-polarized PSS would be advantageous. In this section, we describe some of our initial work on the design of a dual-polarized screen. An obvious approach to the design of a dual-polarized active layer would be to fabricate two linearly polarized dipole-grid arrays, arranged on opposite sides of a thin substrate. However, a problem with this approach is that although the substrate can be made very thin (10 microns) — using, for example, a Mylar substrate — the surface-mount PIN diode packages that we currently use are approximately 1 mm high. This results in different effective electrical spacings between the backplane and the two active layers. Hence, we are investigating an alternative topology, which combines two orthogonal grids of bowtie-dipole elements along with an integrated diode feed network that can be fabricated on a single-sided printed-circuit board, as shown in Figure 15 [30].

To test the dual-polarized design, a synthesis procedure was employed in which two FSSes with open-circuit and short-circuit conditions at the diode-loading points were used to represent an active PIN-diode-loaded FSS under bias and no-bias conditions. A loose-lay PSS configuration was constructed by mounting the FSS above an aluminum conducting backplane, using an 8 mm thick,
low-loss, foam dielectric spacer ($\varepsilon_r = 1.05$, $\tan \delta = 0.0017$). Complex reflectivity data were measured for this loose-lay configuration over a frequency range of 2-12 GHz for linear incident polarization at rotation angles of 0°, 45°, and 90°, respectively. For each measurement, two data sets were recorded: one with the loose-lay PSS containing the open-circuit FSS, and the other with the short-circuit FSS. The measured data were then used to synthesize the reflectivity performance of an active PSS modulated by a periodic square wave by combining the data using Equation (4), where $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$ represent the complex reflection coefficients of the PSS measured with the open-circuit and short-circuit FSSes, respectively. The synthesized reflectivity response of the PSS at polarization angles of 0°, 45°, and 90° are presented in Figure 16. The bandwidth response of this prototype dual-polarized design is compared to that of the linear screens, and we are currently working on new FSS topologies to provide a wideband response.

8. Conformal PSS

In many practical situations where RCS (radar cross section) control is an issue, the object under consideration will not be planar, and any coating or screening structure will need to conform to the geometry of the object. As a first step towards this problem, we now briefly examine the application of PSS techniques to cylindrical surfaces. A theoretical description of some of the design issues relating to a cylindrical PSS may be found in previously published work [31, 32], so here we restrict the discussion to a report of our experimental work.

As in the planar PSS designs, the active surface has been formed from a periodic grid of PIN-diode-loaded bowtie dipoles. However, to allow closer packing of the elements on the grid (necessary because of the small radius of the particular PSS design presented here), the flare angle of the bowtie dipole was reduced. To allow the formation the cylindrical PSS geometry, the active surface was fabricated on a flexible Mylar substrate. An experimental cylindrical PSS was formed, using a 120 mm-long, 16 mm-radius aluminum bar as the "backplane." The dielectric spacer consisted of a Perspex tube ($\varepsilon_r = 2.6$), with inner and outer radii of 16 mm.

Figure 15. The details of the dual-polarized active-surface unit-cell geometry (all dimensions in mm), and a representation of the grid layout.

Figure 16a. The reflectivity response of the dual-polarized active PSS, synthesized from measured data ($\tau = 0.42$).

Figure 16b. The reflectivity response of the dual-polarized active PSS, synthesized from measured data ($\tau = 0.54$).
and 21 mm, respectively, providing an electrical spacer thickness of approximately 8.0 mm. The complete PSS structure was formed by wrapping the flexible active surface around the spacer, with the surface-mount PIN diodes facing outwards. As the active surface was designed for linear polarization only, two configurations were used to test both TE and TM illumination. For the TM PSS, the bowtie dipoles of the active surface were arranged parallel to the cylinder axis. For TM illumination, the dipoles were perpendicular to the cylinder axis.

Figure 17 shows the measured reflectivity responses of the TE and TM PSSs (these curves are referenced with respect to the bare aluminum cylindrical backplane). In both cases, a reflectivity null of less than −20 dB was achieved over bandwidth greater than 1 GHz. The null response of the TE PSS occurred at a higher frequency than that of the corresponding TM PSS, and this result is consistent with the theoretical predictions presented in [29, 30] for a cylindrical PSS of relatively small radius. However, the differences may also in part be due to the different impedances presented by the TE- and TM-configured active layers, but this has yet to be investigated.

9. Other Types of Single-Active-Layer PSS

9.1 Skinned PSS

A well-known technique for improving the bandwidth of the Salisbury screen is to place a thin, high-permittivity skin in front of the resistive layer [33]. The skin not only introduces additional multiple reflections within the absorber structure, but it also protects the resistive layer from mechanical or environmental damage. The same technique can also be used with the PSS, and Figure 18 compares the predicted reflectivity performances of a skinned and an un-skinned single-active-layer PSS. It can be seen that the presence of the skin is very beneficial in terms of increased bandwidth, for only a modest increase in thickness.

9.2 Double Diode Switching Elements

Earlier, we discussed how the signal reflected from a single-active-layer PSS could be spread using appropriate pseudo-random binary switching sequences. Here, however, we consider an extension to the technique that uses only a simple periodic switching voltage. If the frequency of the latter is made very high, so as to move the first sideband frequencies well away from the incident carrier frequency, then problems may arise when the surface area of the PSS is electrically large. These are due to propagation effects in the PIN-diode-biasing network, and the fact that the PSS may start to radiate at the switching frequency or its harmonics. Hence, what is required is a technique for achieving the beneficial effects of a high switching frequency without the associated penalties. One promising solution is to replace the single PIN diode at the center of each dipole in the PSS active layer by two diodes, arranged as an anti-parallel pair [34]. This arrangement of diodes was first suggested in [35] for use as a millimeter-wave harmonic mixer, in which the local oscillator signal is supplied as a sub-multiple (typically, one-half) of the wanted frequency. In the case of the PSS, the voltage stimulus waveform takes the place of the local oscillator signal, but the net effect is the same. The spectrum of the signal scattered from the modified PSS should contain only sideband components at even harmonics of the switching frequency. Hence, the double-diode PSS performs as though the switching frequency has been doubled, as compared to that of the single diode case. It should be noted that for this arrangement to operate correctly, the voltage stimulus applied to the PIN diodes in the PSS active layer now takes the form of a bipolar sine wave, rather than the square wave used previously. As an illustration of this technique, Figures 19 and 20 show the measured free-space spectrum of a signal reflected from a large-area PSS panel, operating at 10.44 GHz, the dipoles of which are center-loaded by an anti-parallel diode pair contained in a single SOD323 package.

Figure 19 shows the effect of operating the new PSS under non-optimum conditions. Even though the sine-wave voltage stimulus is adjusted correctly and frequency doubling of the switching frequency is evident in the reflected spectrum, the latter still contains a large-amplitude component at the incident carrier frequency. This may be explained by considering the time-averaged reflectivity of a finite-area single-layer PSS, \( \rho_{av} \), to be composed of two components associated with the ON and OFF states. Hence, \( \rho_{av} \) is of the form \( \rho_{av} = \rho_{ON} \cdot ON + \rho_{OFF} \cdot OFF \), where \( r \) is the normalized time associated with a particular PSS state, and \( S \) is the effective reflecting surface area, including edge diffraction effects. For symmetrical switching, \( \tau_{ON} = \tau_{OFF} \) and,
hence, \( \rho_{av} = \frac{\rho_{ON} S_{ON} + \rho_{OFF} S_{OFF}}{2} \). Then, even if \( \rho_{ON} = -\rho_{OFF} \), \( \rho_{av} \) will not be equal to zero if \( S_{ON} \neq S_{OFF} \). In the PSS containing one diode per dipole element, this situation can be ameliorated by adjustment of the switching-waveform duty cycle, i.e., the ratio \( \tau_{ON} : \tau_{OFF} \). In the PSS containing two diodes per dipole element, however, the switching waveform has to be symmetrical, and so \( \tau_{ON} = \tau_{OFF} \); therefore, if \( S_{ON} \neq S_{OFF} \), the situation shown in Figure 19 will occur. On the other hand, Figure 20 shows the reflected signal spectrum that results when \( S_{ON} \) and \( S_{OFF} \) are balanced using the technique discussed in [36]. In this case, as expected, suppression of the incident carrier frequency does take place, and the measured spectrum of the signal scattered from the PSS also shows evidence of components associated with the doubling of the switching frequency. Hence, the substitution of the single diode in each PSS array element by an anti-parallel diode pair is shown to be very advantageous in terms of improved absorber performance.

9.3. Smart PSS

As well as offering the potential to overcome the so-called Rozanov limit [8], a dynamically controllable structure such as the PSS can also enable additional "smart" functionality, such as search-and-null lock (SNL), identification-friend-or-foe (IFF), and absorb-while-scan (AWS) [16, 37, 38]. For the PSS to be made smart, it is necessary to modify its structure so as to facilitate two key requirements, namely incident-field sensing and electromagnetic reconfiguration. Specifically, what we have in mind is a structure based on the PSS that has the ability to sense the frequency of an incident wave, and to automatically place a reflectivity null of chosen depth onto that frequency so as to modify the target's electromagnetic appearance to the incident wave. Incident-field sensing may be facilitated by making the PSS backplane "leaky," and by incorporating some form of frequency-measuring element into the structure. The second requirement can be fulfilled by increasing the number of active layers in the PSS, thereby enabling simultaneous null-depth and position control. A TLA of the basic configuration of the smart PSS is shown in Figure 21. When viewed on a time-averaged basis, the structure behaves both as a bandpass filter and as a PSS. In practice, to place a reflectivity null at a particular threat frequency (the search-and-lock mode), the tuning elements in each half of the structure are adjusted simultaneously so as to maximize the amplitude of the incident signal that leaks through the structure. This behavior is illustrated by the resulting reflectivity- and transmission-loss curves, shown in Figure 22. Once this threat has been countered, the tuning elements in each half of the structure may be uncoupled so that a second threat frequency can be searched for, while still countering the first (the absorb-while-scan mode). Further details of this technique are given in [16, 37, 38].

10. Multiple-Active-Layer PSS

In the same way that multiple layers may be used in passive RAM to increase bandwidth, the use of several active layers in a
PSS increases its functionality, although in this case with the added advantage of dynamic reconfiguration. Here, we will again use a transmission-line analog to explore some of the properties of an N-active-layer PSS. Of interest is the structure’s time-averaged reflection coefficient, \( \rho(f) \). For normal incidence, this can be expressed as

\[
\rho(f) = -\left(a_0 + a_1e^{2j\phi d} + a_2e^{4j\phi d} + \cdots + a_{N-1}e^{2j(N-1)\phi d}\right).
\]

This expression is exact for the ideal PSS (i.e., active-layer conductances switched repetitively between the values of 0 and \( \infty \)), since no multiple-reflection phenomena occur within the structure. By analogy with Equation (4), the coefficients \( a_n \) are the normalized “on” times, \( \tau_n/T \), associated with each active layer, and these are related by \( \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} a_n = 1 \). Hence, by choosing appropriate values for \( a_n \), the multi-layer PSS may be configured dynamically to have different reflectivity characteristics. Equation (25) can be simplified if the PSS structure is assumed to be symmetrical, i.e., \( a_0 = a_{N-1} \), \( a_1 = a_{N-2} \), etc. Then,

\[
\rho(f) = -2e^{j(N-1)\phi} \left[a_0 \cos((N-1)\phi) + a_1 \cos((N-3)\phi + a_2 \cos((N-5)\phi + \cdots\right],
\]

where \( \phi = \beta d/2 \), and the last term in Equation (26) is \( \frac{1}{2} a_{(N-1)/2} \) for \( N \) odd, and \( a_{(N/2)} \cos \phi \) for \( N \) even. Equation (26) is a periodic function over the interval \( \phi \), which corresponds to the frequency range over which the spacing between adjacent active layers in the PSS changes by \( \lambda/2 \).

If, for example, \( a_n = 1/N \) (i.e. equal “on” times), \( \rho(f) \) will exhibit a sin \( x/x \) form [22], whereas a maximally flat reflectivity response may be obtained by setting \( a_n = 2^{-(N-1)} \frac{(N-1)!}{(N-1-n)!n!} \). These are both shown in Figure 23 for \( N = 4 \).

So far, we have shown how the multiple-active-layer PSS may be configured to have “canonical” reflectivity characteristics, with null positions that are determined solely by the number of active layers. In practice, however, it might be more useful to have a means of dynamically changing the positions of the reflectivity nulls, irrespective of the number of active layers. As a simple example, consider a PSS having two active layers and a PEC backplane: this corresponds to the case for \( N = 3 \). Assuming a symmetrical structure, then \( a_0 = a_2 \), and since \( a_0 + a_1 + a_2 = 1 \), this means that \( a_0 \) and \( a_1 \) are related by Equation (26):

\[
a_1 = 1 - 2a_0, \ 0 \leq a_0 \leq 0.5.
\]

This approach may be extended to higher values of \( N \), e.g., for \( N = 4 \), \( a_0 = a_3 \), \( a_1 = a_2 \), and

\[
a_1 = 0.5 - a_0, \ 0 \leq a_0 \leq 0.5.
\]

Figure 24 shows the application of Equation (27) to define the “on” times for a PSS containing two active layers. When \( a_0 = 0.5 \), the reflectivity response has a single null at the frequency where \( d = \lambda/4 \). As the value of \( a_0 \) decreases, however, the null bifurcates to give two nulls that move apart as “mirror-imaging.” Thus, a reflectivity null may be positioned anywhere within the frequency range \( c/8d \leq f \leq 3c/8d \), where \( c = 3\times10^8 \) m/s. Interestingly, if \( a_0 = 0 \) and Equation (27) is not satisfied, then the reflectivity characteristic only has a single null, which fills in as \( a_1 \to 0 \) or \( 1 \). This case is analogous to that shown in Figures 4 and 5. When the PSS has more active layers, then the use of appropriate “on” time relationships, deduced by induction from Equations (27) and (28), result in the formation of multiple “mirror-image” reflectivity nulls, which can also be tuned dynamically over a wide band of frequencies.
11. Conclusions

In this necessarily brief review, we have attempted to introduce some basic concepts concerning dynamic RCS control using an active technique based on the phase-switched screen. Although development and exploitation of the PSS is still at an early stage, the theoretical and experimental work we have reported here and elsewhere confirm the viability of the technique, which we believe to have a number of applications in both the civil [39] and defense fields.
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